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Ghost Adventures (2008– ) Mùa: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Không rõ HOẶC Năm: 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Tập không xác địnhEp.0610 Tháng Chín 201010 Tháng Chín 2010EpisodeEp.0710 Tháng Chín 2010 10 Tháng Chín
2010EpisodeEp.1127 Tháng Chín 201327 Tháng Chín 2013EpisodeEp.12Halloween Đặc biệt - Transylvania31 Tháng Mười 201331 Tháng Mười 2013EpisodeEp.1431 Tháng Mười 201431 Tháng Mười 20 14EpisodeEp.15 2 tháng 11 năm 2012 2 Nov 2012EpisodeEp.1630 November 201230 Nov 2012EpisodeEp.1714
December 201214 Dec 2012EpisodeEp.1821 December 201221 Dec 2012EpisodeEp.1928 December 201228 Dec 2012EpisodeEp.20 4 January 2013 4 Jan 2013EpisodeEp.2125 January 201325 Jan 2013EpisodeEp.22 1 Tháng Hai 201 3 01/02/2013EpisodeEp.23 8 Tháng Hai 2013 8 Tháng Hai 2013EpisodeEp.2415
Tháng Hai 201315 Tháng Hai 2013EpisodeEp.27Route 666 (Halloween Đặc biệt 2016)29 Tháng Mười 201629 Tháng Mười 2016EpisodeEp.3228 October 201728 Oct 2017EpisodeEp.3328 October 201728 October 2017EpisodeEp.3413 August 201813 Aug 2018EpisodeEp.3520 August 201820 Aug
2018EpisodeEp.3627 August 201827 Aug 2018EpisodeEp.42 5 January 2019 5 Jan 2019EpisodeEp.4312 January 2 01912 Jan 2019EpisodeEp.49Horror at Joe Exotic's Zoo29 October 202029 Oct 2020 November 19, 2020 Crew travel to Albuquerque, New Mexico, to investigate an old brothel and pub inhabited by an
aggressive male soul. These vicious bodies push these guys to their limits as they try to get to the bottom of the obsession and save the owner from further damage. November 12, 2020The crew investigates a hotel in New Mexico where occult activity has forced employees to quit. Those who suspected the dark wave of
supernatural energy were unleashed after a demonic ritual was conducted on the property. November 5, 2020Zak and crew hop on a 100-year-old steam engine for a lock they will never forget. It was a mystical ride as investigators investigated reports of strange outings and anomalies along the historic Northern Nevada
Railroad. October 29, 2020The cats came out of pocket May 14, 2020Zak and the team traveled to Globe, Arizona, to examine an old bordello that became a hive of sinful behavior in the early 1900s. On May 7, 2020Zak and his crew traveled to Ontario, California, to investigate a ripe century farmhouse with occult
activity, especially by a vicious body called The Creeper. On 30 April 2020Zak and his crew traveled to Lake Havasu, Arizona to investigate London Bridge. Zak explained the team had driven a historian from London. On April 23, 2020Zak and his crew investigated a 120-year-old building in salt lake city's industrial
district. Local business owners claim occult activity has recently increased after a break-in reveals the remnants of a dark ritual in the basement. April 16, 2020Zak and crew investigate a pub in the city of Virginia, Nevada, where employees were violently attacked by a living body A haunted artifact called the Suicide
Table may be responsible for the rampage. On April 9, 2020Zak and his crew investigated complaints about poltergeist activity at a Las Vegas tiki bar. Officials believe a horrific shooting on the property in 1995 may have been responsible for the recent sighting of moving objects, balloon figures and a ghost girl. On April
2, 2020Zak and the crew investigated reports of a mysterious gray body in Utah. On March 26, 2020 Aaron's father, Don, called Zak and the crew to his Las Vegas home to investigate the occult activity. The terrifying appearance of a little girl and a dark, strong presence that a neighbor believes to be a witch has
frightened Don for his life. On March 19, 2020Zak and the crew traveled to the Antelope Valley in Sacramento, California, to confront a demonic object tearing down a family. Zak believes exorcism may be the only way to save them from the dark and powerful forces that trouble their homes. On March 12, 2020Zak and
the crew returned to the city of Virginia, Nevada, to investigate the dark souls that haunt a historic brewery. A fire ravaged and briefly as a funeral home stained the building, generating an energy unlike anything they had encountered. On March 5, 2020Zak and his crew traveled to Cleveland to investigate the most
haunted residence in Ohio. Whispers of murder, suicide and arson have led many to believe that the majestic mansion carries a deadly curse. On February 27, 2020Zak and his crew investigated a demonic body that terrored a small California town. Many locals believe that toxic spirits are responsible for a series of
terrible deaths, and exorcism may be the only way to save their souls from its dark clutches. On February 20, 2020Zak and the crew traveled to Rhode Island to investigate whether a dark body still haunted the site of the notoriously haunting Perron family. Features a special sneak peek of the all-new season of Ghost
Adventures. The long-running ghost hunting show hosted by Zak Bagans first aired in 2008, and now more than 11 years later has recorded more than 200 episodes, not to mention live and special shows. Below you can find a complete list of episodes of the show as well as details about the locations they investigate in
each episode. The dates shown are the original U.S. broadcast date. Ghost Adventures Documentary Film ‐ Special Nevada, US25 July 2007 Originally aired on SyFy in 2007, ghost adventures crew including Zak Bagans, Nick Groff and Aaron Goodwin arrived in Virginia City, Nevada, to conduct an investigation into the
Silver Queen Hotel, Washoe Old Club, Virginia City Cemetery and a cabin near the Yellow Jersey Mine. Later, Zak and Nick investigate the Goldfield Hotel in Goldfield, Nevada. In the city of Virginia, the crew captured a foggy number, the same arm knocking on the door leading to room 11 at the Silver Queen Hotel, and
a full appeared across an abandoned ball room at the Old Washoe Club. In Goldfield, NV. at the abandoned Goldfield Hotel, Zak and Nick captured a dark appearance at the end of a long corridor, and a poltergeist made a flying brick in the basement. Episode 1: Shanghai Tunnels Portland, Oregon, US09 Mar 2012 •
Watch (uk only)Zak Bagans and the Ghost Adventures crew explore the Shanghai Tunnels beneath modern-day Portland, which was reportedly used by kidnappers to transport their victims. Episode 2: Peabody-Whitehead Mansion Denver, Colorado, US16 March 2012 • Watch (UK only)The fearless ghost hunter is
joined by mixed martial artist Brendan Schaub to investigate an unsolved murder at a villa in Denver.Episode 3: The Copper Queen Hotel &amp; the Oliver House Bisbee, Arizona, US23 March 2012 • Watch (UK only)E Fearless ghost hunters hear bloody screams while hunting for souls in two hotels in Arizona.Episode
4: The National Hotel Nevada City, California, US30 Mar 2012 • Watch (UK only)Paranormal investigations. Under surveillance is a haunted hotel in California and tunnels beneath a nearby brewery where several Chinese workers were killed. Episode 5: Return To Linda Vista Hospital Los Angeles, California, US06 April
2012The Ghost Adventures team returns to Linda Vista Hospital in East Los Angeles, where Nick Groff once had a deep spiritual connection to the ghost of an old patient, a young woman in a bloody hospital dress. They set out to find her again alongside actor and Ghost Adventures fan Chad Lindberg and their new
electric test pod. Episode 6: Galka Granby's family, Connecticut, US20 April 2012Zak Bagans, Nick Groff, and Aaron Goodwin help Gary Galka, who designed and built the mysterious equipment of the Ghost Adventures team, and his family found closure 7 years after the tragic loss of their young daughter, Melissa who
was killed in a car accident when her car ran into a tree while driving home from a midnight party on a local Granby Street, Connecticut. They contacted her about what is believed to be her 25th birthday on Valentine's Day.Episode 7: Riviera Hotel Las Vegas, Nevada, US27 April 2012 • See (UK only)This starry version
includes a visit from Motley Crue frontman Vince Neil as Zak Bagans and ghost adventures team find Frank Sinatra.Hellfire Caves ‐ Special , UK13 July 2012 • See (UK only)The boys are a long way from home as they go underground near their own London Blighty. Will they see the ghosts of any royal roaming the
catacombs? Fort Horsted ‐ Special Gillingham, UK20 Jul 2012Zak Bagans and team are in Gillingham, Kent, England, just south-east London, hunkering down inside Fort an old World War II fortress built on ancient Anglo-Saxon soil. Then the guys guys Locals to conduct a s?nce to provoke the evil spirits that visitors
fear in what they call the Devil's Zone underground tunnel at the fortress. Advertising ‐ The list of episodes continues below. Episode 1: Queen Mary Long Beach, California, US04 October 2014In season ten premiere, Zak Bagans, Nick Groff and Aaron Goodwin board the iconic RMS Queen Mary moored in Long Beach,
California for their lock. Once the most luxurious ship at sea, Queen Mary is now considered one of the most haunted places on earth. At the end of the investigation, Zak captured a fully defined figure of his night vision allowing the camera to cross a door door, which they could not expose as an intruderEpisode 2: Lemp
Mansion St. Louis, Missouri, US11 October 2014The Ghost Adventures team traveled to St. Louis Missouri to investigate Lemp Mansion and Brewery, along with the Cherokee Cave system After years of tragedy and suicide, this castle, which is an American landmark, is now known by Life magazine as one of the ten
most haunted places in America. Episode 3: Zozo Demon Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, US18 October 2014Zak Bagans, Nick Groff and Aaron Goodwin travel to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, to investigate a house terrored by an ancient evil force called Zozo, an ancient demon known for assaulting, sexually assaulting and
possessing its victims through a mental panel. Episode 4: Island Of Dolls Xochimilco, Mexico City, Mexico25 October 2014 While Nick Groff celebrates the birth of his daughter, Zak Bagans and Aaron Goodwin travel to Xochimilco, Mexico, where dark and scary canals are likely to be the world's most exotic and feared
tourist attractions; Island dolls, because of the many baby dolls in the trees. Zak must overcome her fear of dolls on an island that is also home to the sinister and haunting mystery of a little girl who drowned there in 1950.Ireland's Celtic Demons ‐ Halloween Special Ireland31 October 2014 • See (UK only)Banshee
bundles come to Ireland to discover the origins of Halloween and solve ghosts along the way. Episode 5: Bell Witch Cave Adams, Tennessee, US10 Jan 2015Zak Bagans, Aaron Goodwin, Billy Tolley and Jay Wasley travel to Bell Witch Cave in a remote area near Cross Plains, Tennessee, where they will investigate the
infamous legend of the Bell Witch that thwarted the Bell family and other families on nearby farmland in 1817. This is the first time in Paranormal TV that the case is recorded. Episode 6: Sallie House Atchison, Kansas, US17 Jan 2015Zak Bagans, Aaron Goodwin, Billy Tolley and Jay Wasley arrive at Sallie House,
claiming to be one of the most haunted houses in the Midwest, to investigate claims of spooky attacks following the Pickman family's experiences in 1992.Episode 7: Nopeming Sanatorium Duluth , US24 January 2015The Ghost Adventures crew traveled to Duluth, Minnesota, where they became the first occult team to
investigate Nopeming Nursing Home, where thousands of lives were lost due to tuberculosis. Episode 8: Apache Junction Apache Junction, Arizona, US31 Jan 2015The Ghost Adventures crew spend the night in the ghost town of Goldfield, Arizona, which was the original Apache Junction. Zak Bagans tested new gas
detection equipment in the mines, and Jay Wasley was utterly startled when he saw a man in a trench coat roaming through town. The team also ventured into the cursed lands of Superstitious Mountains to learn any details regarding the lost Dutch gold mining and its connections to Apache Junction.Episode 9: Return
To Tombstone Tombstone, Arizona, US21 February 2015The Ghost Adventures crew returns to the old West never to die , Tombstone, Arizona, to investigate Big Nose Kate_s Saloon, a place tormented by a soul known only as the Swamper. But these guys also stopped and reinvested the Bird Cage theater they

investigated five years earlier and paid their respects to Leroy Colomy, a close friend who was tragically shot and killed just a short distance from the theater's doorstep. Episode 10: Demons In Seattle Bothell, WashingtonFebruary 28, 2015The Ghost Adventures crew, along with Darkness Radio hosts Dave Schrader
and Bill Chappell, travel to a quiet suburb just outside Seattle to investigate the residence of a local Bothell man who claims that a demonic body is ravaging his home by burning the bible , throw furniture and burn the devil symbols in his wall. Episode 11: Texas Horror Hotel Seguin &amp; San Antonio, Texas, US07
March 2015The Ghost Adventures team investigates the Magnolia Hotel in Seguin, Texas, which is plagued with the dark history of murder and suicide. The guys tried a new word microphone device, and saw a mysterious fingerprint appear. In addition, they traveled to San Antonio to check out a local legend at the
Missions Park railroad tracks, where a young children's school bus was killed instantly when a high-speed train collided with it. Episode 1: Edinburgh Manor Scotch Grove, Iowa, US22 August 2015In the Season 11 premiere, Zak Bagans, Aaron Goodwin, Billy Tolley and Jay Wasley travel to the outskirts of Anamosa,
Iowa for their lock at the extremely haunted Edinburgh Manor. Built in 1850, this man man man man man was a haven for mad people and more than 100 deaths were recorded in its walls. They investigate to find evidence of attacks from the so-called The JokerSo 2: Old Montana State Prison Deer Lodge, Montana,
US29 August 2015The Ghost Adventures crew visited the Old Montana State Prison in Deer Lodge, a place of arrest photo Today by a former inmate nicknamed Turkey Pete and by inmates who planned the deadly prison riot of 1959, where the deputy director was shot dead. In In locked, those who witnessed the
inescifiable camera battery explode and fizzle acid. Episode 3: Manresa Castle Port Townsend, Washington, US05 September 2015The Ghost Adventures team departs for Port Townsend, Washington for their lock at Manresa Castle. Investigators claim the violent obsession and suicide of a monk who hanged himself in
the tower when the castle was a Cymed monastery. They also look at the mystery of Charles Eisenbeis' original owner being buried with an unknown child in his family plot when he died in 1902. During the locking, an agent imitated and tormented Aaron.Episode 4: Old Lincoln County Hospital Fayetteville, Tennessee,
US12 September 2015The Ghost Adventures crew traveled to Fayetteville, Tennessee for their lock at Old Lincoln County Hospital, a declared power of occult operations. They investigated to confirm claims a little girl tied herself to someone she liked and an actor called The Angel of Death, who harassed patients before
they died. Episode 5: Haunted Harvey House Las Vegas, New Mexico, US19 September 2015The Ghost Adventures team travels to Las Vegas, New Mexico as the first team to officially investigate the abandoned Castaneda Hotel, one of Fred Harvey Harvey House Company's most famous hotels. They also investigated
the haunted Plaza Hotel nearby, where the spirit of original owner Byron T. Mills allegedly targeted and assaulted women in his office, room 310.Episode 6: Los Coches Adobe Soledad &amp; Salinas, California, US26 September 2015The Ghost Adventures team traveled to Soledad , California for their lock at Los
Coches Adobe, an old brothel where a woman dressed in black is said to be wandering. During the investigation, a dark character appears in front of Jay Wasley and scares him. The boys also investigated a local legend about Old Stage Road outside Salinas, California to confirm people's claims about a female spirit
appearing on the road, and in their cars. Episode 7: Grand Canyon Caverns Peach Springs, Arizona, US03 October 2015The Ghost Adventures crew travel to remote deserts outside Peach Springs, Arizona for their lock at grand canyon caverns, and a sacred burial site of India near Oatman, Arizona. These guys
experience stones being thrown at them, and Zak Bagans has a strange encounter with an object. Episode 8 photo: Haunted Hollywood Los Angeles, California, $US10, 2015The Ghost Adventures team split up and investigated three hauntings around Hollywood, California. Zak Bagans and Jay Wasley investigated the
local American Legion Post 43, where it is believed to be haunted by a bartender who died after falling backwards down a staircase, and is also home to a number of celebrity souls, including Charlie Chaplin, and Harry Lucenay. Billy Tolley and Goodwin investigates Hollywood signs to find Peg Entwistle's spirit after her
suicide from jumping out and also investigate two areas in Griffith Park, the old fun ring where the ghost of a boy is seen, and the old Griffith Park Zoo, where a female soul is seen. Episode 9: Odd Fellows Asylum Liberty, Missouri, US17 October 2015The Ghost Adventures crew travel outside Kansas City to Liberty,
Missouri for their lock inside the old Odd Fellows Asylum, the current location of the famous Belvoir Winery located in Odd Fellows Home. Formerly a former house, hospital and orphanage, with more than 10,000 deaths reported, they investigated these buildings along with an old bunker. These guys also discover the
horrifying story of the secret society Odd Fellows, which uses human remains for their dark rituals. Episode 10: Clown Motel &amp; Goldfield High School Tonopah &amp; Goldfield, Nevada, US24 October 2015The Ghost Adventures crew returns to Tonopah, Nevada, where Zak Bagans faces his fears about clown dolls
during his lock-up at Clown Motel. They also returned to Goldfield, Nevada to investigate the former Goldfield High School. Deadwood: City Of Ghosts ‐ Halloween Special Deadwood, South Dakota, $US31 October 2015The Ghost Adventures team travels to the legendary Wild West town of Deadwood, in South Dakota's
Black Hills to investigate its most haunted locations where the spirits of cowboys and gunslingers still roam. On the first day of the blockade, Zak Bagans, Aaron Goodwin and Billy Tolley investigate the Bullock Hotel, where former owner Seth Bullock is said to be obsessed, while Jay Wasley oversees activity at Wild Bill's
Trading Post, the original site of Saloon No. 10, where Wild Bill Hickok was shot dead by Jack McCall after drawing Dead Man's Hand. On the second day of the blockade, Zak and Aaron investigate the Fairmont Hotel, a former brothel where Jack McCall is said to be obsessed after he stayed in the hotel before killing
Wild Bill Hickok, and Billy, Jay and Bill Chappell investigate Adams House, where it is said to be haunted by the Adams family following a string of unexpected family deaths. Episode 11: Lava Hot Springs Inn Lava Hot Springs, Idaho, US07 November 2015The Ghost Adventures team travel to Lava Hot Springs, Idaho for
their lockdown at the Lava Hot Springs Inn, where many paranormal claims have been reported for the past 27 years. Originally built as a hospital in 1924, the building was used as a rest house, and then, in 1988, it was converted into a hotel. Episode 1: Idaho St. Anthony State Reform School, Idaho, US03 November
2018Zak Bagans and the Ghost Adventures crew arrive in St. Anthony, ID, to investigate an old school with a history of suicide and dark death. Those who capture occult activity prove the children who lost their lives are still trapped on the grounds. Episode 2 Photo: Westerfeld House San California, US10 Nov 2018Zak
Bagans and Ghost Adventures crew arrive in San San to investigate the historic Westerfeld house where satanic rituals were performed by the mysterious underground filmmaker Kenneth Anger and Church of Satan founder Anton LaVey.Episode 3: Crisis In Oakdale Oakdale, California, US17 Nov 2018Zak Bagans and
the Ghost Adventures crew in Oakdale, CA, to investigate a sinister energy that darkened a grieving family home. During their emotional and terrifying incarceration, Billy Tolley and Aaron Goodwin mysteriously debilitated and Jay Wasley witness a door that opens itself. Episode 4 photo: Tintic Mining District Eureka,
Utah, US24 Nov 2018Zak Bagans and the Ghost Adventures crew head to a former mining camp in Eureka, Utah, to investigate several haunted buildings. A special guest investigator joins the team for the terrifying lock, in which an unprecedented piece of evidence horrifies everyone. Episode 5 Photo: Terror In Fontana
Fontana, California, US01 Dec 2018Zak Bagans and the Ghost Adventures crew arrive in Fontana, CA, to investigate the suburban home of a family claiming they are being terrored by a demon. During the intense lock-up, the perpetrators were shocked by a satanic message sent through a children's game. Episode 6
photo: Riverside Plane Graveyard Riverside, California, US08 Dec 2018Zak Bagans and the Ghost Adventures crew investigate the March Field Aviation Museum in Riverside, CA, where employees have heard voices, seen art art art creators moving and even felt the spirit moving through their bodies. Curse Of The
River Bend: McPike Mansion ‐ Special Alton, Illinois, US05 Jan 2019Zak Bagans and the Ghost Adventures crew travel to Alton, Illinois, a town considered by many to be one of the most haunted places in America, to investigate the Victorian McPike mansion with a rich history and reports of dangerous occult activity.
Curse Of The River Bend: Mineral Springs Hotel ‐ Special Alton, Illinois, US12 Jan 2019Zak Bagans and ghost adventures crew conclude their two-part investigation of Alton, Illinois, at the Mineral Springs Hotel. The 1914 structure was a witness to many deaths, and Zak believed that a demonic body holding lost souls
was trapped inside the building. Real Nightmare - Special Las Vegas, Nevada, US25 Jan 2019Zak Bagans and ghost adventures crew face the world's most evil doll. Later, Zak faced his intense fear of clowns when investigators investigated a clown-themed motel. Episode 1: H. H. Holmes Murder House Irvington,
Indiana05 October 2019Zak Bagans and the 'Ghost Adventures' crew investigate Irvington, Indiana, where H. H. Holmes, America's first serial killer, killed a nine-year-old boy. The current owner believes that dark and sinister forces overtook the property, making her vulnerable to possession. Episode 2 Photo: John Gacy
Prison Joliet, Illinois12 October 2019Zak Bagans Crew travel to Illinois in search of spirit of infamous serial John Wayne Gacy. Their investigation leads them to Old Joliet Prison, where they hope to meet face-to-face with the Killer Clown himself. Episode 3: Axe Killer Jail Council Bluffs, Iowa19 Oct 2019Zak Bagans and
his team arrive at Council Bluffs, Iowa, to investigate the prison that once held Jake Bird, a serial killer who may have killed up to 46 people and is said to have placed a deadly curse on the men who convicted him. Episode 4 Photo: Ted Bundy Ritual House Bountiful, Utah26, 2019Zak Bagans and his team investigate an
abandoned house in Bountiful, Utah, where locals claim notorious serial killer Ted Bundy murdered one of his victims. Overloaded with satanic rituals and violence, the house is drenched in a dark, sinister energy. Curse Of The Harrisville Farmhouse - Halloween Special Harrisville, Rhode Island October 31, 2019 The
chief investigator of 'Ghost Adventures', Zak Bagans, describes Halloween 2019 as one of the most iconic and disturbing cases we've ever made. October 17, 2020 October 14, 2020 September 19, 2020February 11, 2020 July 2020 July 07, 2020 February 03, 2020 Friday 13, 2020 May 22, 2020 2020
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